Why Work with the Roundtable?

The Technology & Innovation Roundtable offers the federal government insights, comprehensive strategies, and best practice solutions to help them address their analytic needs. Using the Roundtable's resources and tools can help government organizations to improve their capabilities, lower their costs, develop faster schedules, and become more adaptable.

When to Engage the Roundtable

The Roundtable is poised to help if your organization:

• Has analytic software and tool interoperability challenges and wants to reduce resources spent on point-to-point integration
• Has expanding analytic capabilities and needs to orchestrate data analysis challenges across the enterprise
• Wants to work with industry to assure that the best analytic technologies and capabilities are being applied to your mission
• Is modernizing its enterprise architecture
• Is working on a strategic enterprise architecture plan and looking for industry input

About the Roundtable

For more information about the Technology & Innovation Roundtable and to discover about government engagement opportunities with the Roundtable, contact Director and Chair Dr. Angela O’Hanlon, amcintee@mitre.org, or visit the Roundtable at: www.technologyroundtable.org